
PARENT PARTNERSHIP

Foundation Phase

Reading & Writing



What is ‘Reading’?

� A child who looks at a picture book and makes up their
own story

� A child who picks up a familiar book and uses
remembered text to tell the storyremembered text to tell the story

� A child who correctly recites the words on the page

� A child who can answer questions about what has been
read

� A child who responds to punctuation and puts expression
into the text

� A child who can recall what has been read and infer
hidden meanings

� A child who is able to scan a text and extract information



What is ‘Writing’?

� A child who makes random marks on paper and then tells
you what it says, is ‘writing’

� A child who can trace or copy a range of letters or a
sentence, is ‘writing’sentence, is ‘writing’

� A child who can use the sounds of letters to
independently spell words, is ‘writing’

� A child who can write a well punctuated sentence, is
‘writing’

� A child who is able to write extended sentences with
exciting vocabulary and descriptions, is ‘writing’

� A child who can write for different reasons, adapting
writing to suit audiences, using persuasive language, is
‘writing’



Pre Reading and Writing Skills
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Not just visual skills
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The cat sat on the mat. 

The dog chewed on his bone.



Pre Reading and Writing Skills
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Pre Reading and Writing Skills
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Pre Reading and Writing Skills
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Pre Reading and Writing Skills
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Pre Reading and Writing Skills
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Reading skills 

It deson’t mttaer in waht oredr the ltteers in a wrod 

aepapr, the olny iprmoatnt tihng is taht the frist and lsat 

ltteer are in the rghit pcale. The rset can be a toatl mses ltteer are in the rghit pcale. The rset can be a toatl mses 

and you can sitll raed it wouthit pobelrm.

Today, I went to the shop and ________ some milk and 

eggs.  I knew it was going to rain, but I forgot to take my 

________, and ended up getting wet on the way _____.



Early Reading Skills

• Correctly handling a book

• Recognising that the print conveys the meaning

• Using the picture clues• Using the picture clues

• Using remembered text

• Using the initial sounds of words

• Building up words

• Predicting what will happen next

• Using contextual clues

• Understanding what is read



Early writing stages: teacher scribes pupils words 

underneath

� Emergent zigzag or continuous line

� Separate similar shapes

� Separate different shapes

� Letters from name

� Random letters

� Initial sounds

� Prominent sounds

� Independent writing using key words (with spelling 

errors)



Early writing stages: handwriting & spelling

� Trace a simple outline- large picture/ thick line

� Trace patterns – linked to writing formation

� Trace individual letters – from name first

� Copy letters – from name first

� Trace word – key words ‘and’

� Copy word – key words for spelling

� Trace a sentence  

� Copy a sentence



Early Writing Skills

• Correctly holding a pencil (tripod grip)

• Understanding the difference between writing & 
drawing (talking on paper)drawing (talking on paper)

• Left to right and top to bottom coordination

• Understanding that letters make up words and 
that they are all different shapes

• Awareness of all phonetical sounds and blends



Pencil grip stages











Phonics Glossary

� phoneme — the smallest single identifiable sound, e.g. the letters 'sh' represent just 

one sound, but 'sp' represents two (/s/ and /p/)

� CVC — the abbreviations for consonant-vowel-consonant, which are used to describe 

the order of letters in words, e.g. ham.the order of letters in words, e.g. ham.

� blend —individual sounds drawn together to pronounce a word, e.g. s-n-a-p = snap

� digraph — two letters making one sound, e.g. sh, ch, th, ph.

� grapheme — a letter or a group of letters representing one sound, e.g. sh, ch, igh, 

ough (as in 'though')

� cluster — two (or three) letters making two (or three) sounds, e.g. the first three letters 

of 'straight' are a consonant cluster

� segment (vb) — to split up a word into its individual phonemes in order to spell it, e.g. 

the word 'cat' has three phonemes: /c/, /a/, /t/

� vowel digraphs comprise of two vowels which, together, make one sound, e.g. ai, oo, 

ow

� split digraph — two letters, split, making one sound, e.g. a-e as in make or i-e in site



Getting children interested

� Read in front of your child, as children love to 
copy adults and they see real reasons for 
readingreading

� Make listening to a story a special time

� Choose books that motivate YOUR child

� Make your own books

� Write down your child’s words

� Put labels around the house



Getting children interested

• Buy books and comics as presents and ensure 
that they are treated with respect.

• Join the local library and regularly borrow • Join the local library and regularly borrow 
books.

• Write down children’s captions for them to 
reread.

• Write your child’s name everywhere.

• Highlight signs in the environment

• Don’t pressurise your child if they are not ready



Getting children interested

� Provide a range of writing tools, paper, notepads, and 
bumper colouring books, blank forms & crosswords

� Let your child see you writing at every opportunity-� Let your child see you writing at every opportunity-
shopping lists

� Make your own books, perhaps using a photograph 
album

� Let your child ‘write’ on cards, postcards and letters

� Describe each letter as you write it

� Always start with their name

� Teach them to write the lowercase letters

� Write outside- water & paintbrush, chalk, mud



Common Writing Problems

• Incorrect grip – pencil grip/triangular pencil/ blutack

• Weak loose pincer grip - construction/pegs/tiddlywinks

• Incorrect posture – support chair/tilt stand• Incorrect posture – support chair/tilt stand

• Too light pressure – felts/pressure pens lighting up/HB soft 

pencil/ copy paper

• Poor control- tracing – playdough balls & sausages/write dance/ 

large scale outdoors or big paper/write in sand, foam, flour

• Too hard pressure – relaxation exercise/ write chalk/whiteboard

• Writing backwards – coloured dot left side paper

• Reluctance to write independently – reward for trying/ not 

worried about spelling just ideas, write letters you know



Developing fine motor
Finger rhymes: eg Tommy thumb, Grandma’s glasses, Insy wincey spider,

Modelling dough: eg rolling balls/sausages, pinching, pressing

Cooking: pastry/biscuit dough, stirring, mashing, chopping (banana), rubbing in method

Sewing/Threading: eg laces & reels, 

Woodwork: eg hammering, sawing, screwing

Cutting using scissors

Pegging washing, painting paper on easels

Magnet pathways/skirri marble boards

Construction kits: eg Lego, K’Nex

Tiddlywinks/jumping frogs games

Inset jigsaws

Activity centres with knobs/buttons to turn, slide & pressActivity centres with knobs/buttons to turn, slide & press

ICT: mouse click & animate programmes

Balancing small building blocks

Hand-eye coordination
Computer

Jigsaws

Brush & pans

Pouring from one container to another

Awareness of letter shape movement
Plastic/sponge/magnetic/feely letters/rolling ball letters

Finger writing in sand/shaving foam/paint/flour/sugar/salt

Mark making in different medium eg paint, chalk, clay, soap



VCOPVCOP

vocabulary   connectives   openers    punctuation



A child spends 900 hours a year in school and 

7,800 hours at home.  

Reading outside lessons was linked to strong Reading outside lessons was linked to strong 

academic achievement. 

Children who read outside class on a daily basis 

are 13 times more likely to read above the 

expected level for their age. 



Reading Together

• Look at the cover, highlighting the author and 
title on the front and the synopsis on the back, 
and predicting what the story will be about.and predicting what the story will be about.

• Talk about the pictures, the characters and 
predict what will happen next. 

• Look at the text, following left to right,  with your 
finger and noticing changes in text size and bold 
print.

• Pick out familiar letters



Reading Together

� Make deliberate mistakes

� Pause for your child to predict the rhyme or 
use remembered textuse remembered text

� Read information books as well as fictional 
ones

� Read text in the pictures

� Put on ‘voices’

� Let your child self-correct



GUIDED READING STRATEGIES

FP: Focus on the cover & pictures rather 

than reading

�I wonder what the book is about?

�What clues did you use to help you 

guess/predict?

�What do you already know about......?

�Do you think it is fact or fiction?

Early KS2: same as FP plus some 

reading:

•Read aloud- all together, in time

•Read aloud -all together, but 

individually

•Read one at a time (not in turns 

around the circle, others follow text 

with finger ready to jump in when 
�Read the title, author, illustrator

�Read the blurb/synopsis. Have you 

changed your mind?

�Look through the pages identifying 

possible tricky vocabulary- use the 

pictures.

�Continue to guess/predict the story

�Point to illustrations/ words

with finger ready to jump in when 

chosen)

•Explain unfamiliar idea- using 

group’s experience  or 

understanding

•Contents page/ index

•Hidden meanings for inference



Listening to readers

Look for skills, but turn around mistakes or successes to 
demonstrate strategies to each other.

� You used the first letter sound to help you

� You remembered that those letters together make the sound....

� You broke the word up into smaller words

� You read on, then because it didn’t make sense, you went back 
and self-corrected a substituted/missed out wordand self-corrected a substituted/missed out word

� You remembered key words/spelling words

� You used the punctuation, pictures

� You read on then realised the speech should have been said 
with a different emphasis

� You used different voices, pretended you were....

� You spoke quieter, faster etc

� Who can help......

� Let’s try together



Comprehension or Response

•probing understanding and encouraging reading for meaning 

(eg what does “pollution” mean, what about “furiously” in this 

context, give me another word that means “scarce”)

•Discussing response to the book (eg how does that bit make 

you feel- scared, sad, happy, angry)

•probing understanding by promoting the use of deduction, •probing understanding by promoting the use of deduction, 

inference and interpretation (eg what do you think he really 

wants/ what has happened to…../how do you know he likes her)

•Enabling pupils to summarise, generalise and develop an 

overview of the text (eg tell me what has happened so far)

•Encouraging prediction and imagination (eg Can you think of 

an alternative ending/ what would happen if…)



Questioning 
Direct for facts /  Open-ended for understanding & feelings:

• I wonder who is the villain/hero

•Who was greediest/kindest… 

•Why do you think…. 

•What can you tell me about the character of…? 

•Why do you think the character did/ said /acted that way?

•What did he mean when he said…?

•How does that make you feel?

•Why did the writer choose that word, phrase, description?

•Why does the writer use short sentences?

•Why is the sentence ordered that way?



Word Level

Word level

•Find words beginning with the 

sound…

•Find past tense words 

•Find verbs 

•Find these (key words)

•Find adjectives 

•Find openers that mean..

•Find a connective to join these 

sentences

•Find a word that means…

•Think of a different word for…

•Words in italic/ different sized print
•Find adjectives 

•Find words ending in –ly

•Find words with ee sound

•Find rhyming words

•Find words in bold

•Words in italic/ different sized print

•Punctuation

•Words in the pictures

• Simile /Metaphor



VCOP Word Level Games

� Whiteboards / scrap paper (look-cover-write-check)

� How many words can you write with the ....sound/blend

� Odd rhyme out

� Write a word more than once in different colours

� First to find: Vocabulary....connective...opener....punctuation

� Swap the word- keep the meaning

� Find a WOW word to replace......

� How many other words can you think of for......?

� How many words can you remove from the sentence for it still to make sense?

� Add description words to this sentence

� Add (Kung Fu) punctuation / Capitals� Add (Kung Fu) punctuation / Capitals

� Remove letters from a word – but still a word

� How many words can you make from one big word

� Write a sentence cut it up/ swap words with neighbour

� Silly sentences

� Change these words into the past tense / into adverbs

� Two words to one- one to two (isn’t)



Our Website Parent Resources

http://www.stdavidscwprimaryschool.co.uk/#!pare

nt-resources/c18vd


